Intel Sales and Marketing Rotational Engineer Intern Program

This internship program is a very prestigious, unique and competitive program which has been around for 25 years within Intel. Many of Intel senior managers and leaders today participated in this program when they were hired by Intel right out of college.

With this program we bring in strong college talent with a technical background who may have an interest in the marketing or business side of the company and give them exposure to three different tracks designed to appeal to a variety of technical sales and marketing interests.

Career Tracks include: Technical Sales Engineering, Technical Applications Engineering and Marketing Technical Engineering.

For the intern program you will complete three-one month assignments in each track or in some cases be allowed to complete all three months in one track of the candidate’s choosing.

Profile:

- **Grad Candidate Profile**
  - Undergrad degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering or Computer Science
  - MBA degree in Marketing, Sales or Business

- **Undergrad Candidate Profile**
  - Undergrad degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering or Computer Science
  - Candidate has interest in sales, marketing or business

* Computer Science majors must have some system level hardware experience or background.